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MCE Ships USB Super-BluDrive for Mac: Blu-ray Player and CD/DVD Recorder
Published on 06/06/13
MCE Technologies, LLC today announces that it is now shipping its USB Super-BluDrive. The
USB Super-BluDrive is a lightweight, portable, slot-loading drive that connects via USB
and can play and record CDs and DVDs as well as play commercial Blu-ray movies directly on
the Mac with the included software. The USB Super-BluDrive is compatible with all Mac
systems. The USB Super-BluDrive retails for $79.00 USD and is available immediately
San Dimas, California - MCE Technologies, LLC (MCE) today announces that it is now
shipping its USB Super-BluDrive. The USB Super-BluDrive is a lightweight, portable,
slot-loading drive that connects via USB and can play and record CDs and DVDs as well as
play commercial Blu-ray movies directly on the Mac with the included software. The USB
Super-BluDrive is compatible with all Mac systems including current and previously shipped
iMac, MacBook, MacBook Pro, MacBook Pro with Retina Display, Mac mini, MacBook Air and
Mac
Pro systems. The USB Super-BluDrive retails for $79.00 and is available immediately.
"The USB Super-BluDrive gives Mac users a solid alternative to the Apple USB SuperDrive by
providing the same functionality but with the added bonus of giving users the ability to
watch Blu-ray movies directly on the Mac... and, unlike Apple's drive it's compatible with
all Macs," stated Arnold Ramirez, president of MCE. "It is truly stunning to watch Blu-ray
movies on the ultra high resolution displays of the MacBook Pro with Retina Display and
iMac widescreen display."
The MCE USB Super-BluDrive includes Mac Blu-ray Player software for the playback of
commercial Blu-ray movies natively on the Mac. Commercial Blu-ray movie playback requires
an Intel Core 2 Duo processor running at 2.4GHz, or faster, and at least 2GB of RAM. The
drive is compatible with Apple's DVD Player application for the playback of DVD movies as
well as with Finder Burning for burning DVDs and CDs from the desktop. The drive can be
used for installing system software and applications, is bootable, and is fully compatible
with all DVD and CD recordable media on the market today and can record to standard DVDR
media at up to 8X (11MB/sec) speed, to DVDR+/-DL (Double/Dual Layer) media at up to 4X
(5.5MB/sec) speed, to DVD+/-RW at up to 6X speed, to DVD-RAM at up to 5X speed, and to
CD-R and CD-RW media at up to 24X speed. The USB Super-BluDrive is compatible with all
Macs with USB 3.0 or USB 2.0 ports.
Pricing and Availability:
The MCE USB Super-BluDrive is $79.00 USD and includes Mac Blu-ray Player software, user
guide, and a blank DVD-R disc. More information may be found online at the MCE
Technologies website.
MCE Technologies:
http://www.mcetech.com
MCE USB Super-BluDrive:
http://store.mcetech.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=BDC4XSL
U2&Category_Code=STORBD
Screenshot:
http://store.mcetech.com/Merchant2/graphics/00000001/BDC4SLU2_wbd_wmce.jpg

MMCE Technologies is a leader in the development of innovative storage peripherals and
accessories for the Apple Macintosh platform and markets a wide range of Macintosh related
products and solutions to distributors, dealers and end users. MCE is based in San Dimas,
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California and can be reached by telephone at (800) 5000-MAC (800-500-0622) in the U.S. or
at (909) 973-1518 internationally. More information about products by MCE Technologies can
be found on the the MCE Technologies website. Copyright (C) 2013 MMCE Technologies. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks
of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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